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This micro-unit was adapted by Brett Pyle (Grady Middle School, Houston, Tex.)
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Activity 1
Student Sheet

Science as Inquiry

Conduct Yourself Accordingly
What is the relationship between heat energy and conduction?

Overview:
Have you ever stirred your coffee with a metal spoon? The coffee gets cooler, but the spoon
gets warmer. How does this occur? Try this experiment and then try to explain your coffee cup
problem.

Procedure:
Light the candle or bunsen burner and place one finger about 6 cm to the side of the flame. Hold
your finger there and note whether or not it gets hot. Bend a paper clip so that it is straight. Mark
the paper clip 6 cm from one end. Hold the clip at the mark and place the other end into the flame.
Remove it and drop it if it becomes uncomfortable. Record your observations.

Questions:
1. What did it feel like when you held your hand in the air 6 cm from the flame compared to
when you held the paper clip 6 cm from the flame?
2. Describe any changes in the paper clip other than temperature changes.
3. Describe the difference between a heat conductor and a heat insulator.
4. Explain why the air and the paper clip do not conduct heat equally.
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Activity 2
Student Sheet

Science as Inquiry

Lord Almighty, Feel My Temperature Rising!
What are the effects of heat conduction?

Overview:
Which burner on the stove should you use—the big one or the small one? Try this experiment and
see what answer you can get.

Procedure:
Fill the paper cup halfway with water. Predict what will happen when you place the cup over the
flame. Hold the cup with the tongs over an open flame and observe the results. Continue to hold the cup
over the flame until the water boils. Remove the cup once the water begins boiling. Put a few scraps of
paper inside the metal strainer. Predict what will happen when you place the strainer over the flame.
Place the strainer over the flame and hold it there for several seconds. Record your observations.

Questions:
1. Describe what happened when you placed the paper cup of water over the flame.
2. Describe what happened when you placed the strainer full of paper over the flame.
3. Explain why you got the results you did.
4. If you place a nail into a potato and place it in the oven, it will bake faster than a potato without
a nail. Explain why.
5. Explain why ice will form on bridges in the winter before it will form on the roadway.
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Activity 3
Student Sheet

Science as Inquiry

Hot Connection
How do we measure heat?

Overview:
Can a cold liquid connected to a hot liquid by a piece of metal become warmer? This experiment
examines this feat.

Procedure:
Put two holes in the top of each cup lid, one for the thermometer and one for the aluminum rod to fit
through. Place boiling water in one cup and cold water in the other cup and place the thermometers in
the cups. Let the cups sit until the thermometers stop moving and record the temperature in each cup.
This will be used as the starting temperature for each cup. Place the aluminum rod into each cup through
the holes in the lid so that each end is submerged in water. Record the temperature of the water in each
cup of water every minute for 15 minutes. Construct a data table to record the temperature of the two
cups of water over the 15 minute time period. Use this data to construct a line graph showing temperature changes over time for the two cups of water.
aluminum rod or
rolled aluminum foil

cold water

hot water

Questions:
1. Describe how the temperature of each cup of water changed over time.
2. What caused the temperature changes in each cup?
3. If you tested two or more materials to connect the cup, explain any differences you observed in
the results.
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Activity 4
Student Sheet

Science as Inquiry

Current Events
What is the relationship between heat energy and convection?

Overview:
Have you ever seen a lava lamp? This experiment may give you some insight into how the lava lamp
produces that moving lava.

Procedure:
There are a number of variations of this experiment. They all involve setting up a convection
cell in a beaker by mixing hot and cold water. Dye or food coloring is used to observe the water
movement.
Option a. Fill up your beaker with 700 mL of cold
water. Place powdered dye or food coloring into the
small vial and fill it with hot water. Place the cork on
the vial and place it on the bottom of the beaker full of
cold water. Slowly and carefully remove the cork and
remove your hand slowly from the water, disturbing the
water as little as possible. Observe the movement of the
colored water over time.
As the lid is removed,
Option b. Fill the beaker with 700 mL of cold
Flask of hot colored water
colored water will begin
water.
Place the dye in the flask and fill with hot water. in a beaker of cold water.
to rise.
Note relative position of
Place the stopper in the flask and place the flask in the
glass tubes.
beaker. Make sure the top of both glass tubes is below the water level in the
beaker. Observe the movement of the colored water in the beaker.
After you have completed either option a or option b, fill your beaker with hot water and predict
what will happen if you put a colored ice cube into the water. After you have made your prediction,
carry out the experiment. Draw what you see happening in the beaker over time in the two experiments
on the chart provided.

Questions:
1. What caused the movements within the water that you observed?
2. Explain why ponds take so long to freeze in the winter.
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Vial or flask of hot water in a beaker of cold water

Color ice cube in a beaker of hot water.
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Activity 5
Student Sheet

Science as Inquiry

Thank You, Fans!
What is the relationship between convection currents and air?

Overview:
Should the air conditioning vents be close to the ceiling or close to the floor? What about the heat
vents? This design problem may be easier to solve after completing this experiment.

Procedure:
Cut the spirals out. Tape the string to the middle of the spiral and tie the
other end to the paper clip. Ready the heat source (the candle, bunsen burner,
or beaker of boiling water) and hold the paper spiral so that it is about 20 cm
above the heat source. Record your observations and then measure the temperature of the surrounding room air. Compare it to the temperature of the air
where the spiral is hanging.

Questions:
1. What caused the spiral to behave as it did?
2. Where would you expect the hottest part of a room to be? Explain why.
3. If you were building a house and you were installing air conditioning vents in the rooms, show on
the diagram where you would place them. Explain why you placed them where you did.

4. In the summer, ceiling fans lift air up from the floor. Explain what this does for the temperature of
the room and how this relates to convection.
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The top two spirals are for left-handed students
(easier to cut out).

Spiral patterns for lab. Cut along all lines shown.
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Activity 6
Student Sheet

Science as Inquiry

Basking in the Glow
What is the relationship between heat and radiation?

Overview:
How can your hands feel the warmth of a fire without touching it? This experiment looks at this
phenomena.

Procedure:
Place some wax shavings on the end of the toothpick and press them so that they form a small
blob on the end. Bring the wax end of the toothpick close to the flame until the wax just begins to
melt. Pull back the toothpick and let the wax solidify and repeat this process around the sides and
bottom of the flame. On the diagram below, draw a line around the bottom and sides of the candle
flame showing where the wax began to melt.

Questions:
1. Explain why the melting of the wax could not be caused by heat convection.
2. Explain why the melting of the wax could not be caused by heat conduction.
3. Explain how heat is transferred by radiation.
4. Explain how you know radiation can move through a vacuum.
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Activity 7
Student Sheet

Science as Inquiry

Don’t Just Sit There Absorbing Everything I Say: Emit a Little!
What properties affect the absorption or emission of radiation?

Overview:
Remember those hot summers and your black car? Which color of car would be best? Find out in
this experiment.

Procedure:
Wrap the test tubes tightly with the given materials and tape them securely. One tube should be
wrapped in black paper, one wrapped in white paper, and one wrapped in foil (shiny side out). Fill each
test tube with room temperature water and place the test tube in a rack. Place the 200 watt light approximately 20 cm from the rack and point it directly at the test tubes. Record an initial temperature in each
test tube and then turn on the light. Temperature readings should be taken in each test tube every minute
for ten minutes. At the end of ten minutes have the students switch off the light and turn the light away
from the test tubes. Now the students should record the temperature in each tube every minute for another ten minutes. When they have completed this they should construct a line graph of the data comparing
temperature changes over time.

Questions:
1. When you turned off the lamp, why was it also important to turn it away from the samples?
2. Which can be absorb energy more quickly? How is this shown on the graph?
3. Which an absorb energy most slowly? How is this shown on the graph?
4. What is the relationship between how well an object absorbs energy and how well it emits energy?
5. Which can had the greatest rate of change throughout the experiment? Explain why.
6. What is the best type of clothing to wear in the winter? Explain why.
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